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This is a crucial step in the ‘Zambianisation’ process of handing over the ministry to
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Farm Ministry so that we can reach out to more areas with the FGW programme.
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The students of Covenant College who have learnt from the Farm Ministry are a
great encouragement. They have the important role of FGW ambassadors as they
practice ‘Farming God’s Way’ in their own fields and teach it to their congregations
throughout the Eastern Province of Zambia. This is the key way that we hope to
spread the ‘Good News’ and change people’s lives through conservation farming.
PREFACE
As a Christian farmer the Bible is like an Agricultural Handbook especially relevant to
conditions in Africa and in particular Zambia. Texts such as Haggai 1 vs. 5 & 6 are so
poignant. ‘Now this is what the Lord Almighty says: “Give careful thought to your
ways. You have planted much but harvested little”. How true this is for Zambian
small scale farmers. Farming is all about faith. We sow the seed and even when we
are completely diligent in practising good husbandry we are still totally reliant on
God to make it grow and produce a good harvest. All that we teach at CC Farm is
based on ‘Farming God’s Way’ which is basically conservation farming with a Biblical
application. This booklet is not written as a Technical Handout but as a brief guide
and overview of all that is going on at Covenant College Farm.
INTRODUCTION TO COVENANT COLLEGE
Covenant College is part of Covenant College Zambia Trust, registered with the
Registrar of Societies in Zambia. It is situated 400km east of Lusaka on the Great
East Road, close to the town of Petauke. The College was started in 2001 because in
the Eastern Province there are a lot of lay pastors who are enthusiastic about
preaching the word of God, but they have never had the opportunity or means to go
and study somewhere. Some of them have not even had the opportunity to finish
school. They are a lot like Apollos in Acts 18:24-28. Many of them are good
preachers but they have never learnt how to use their God-given gifts and
knowledge. The work which Covenant College does, through the grace of God, is
therefore very important. They equip pastors so that they understand the gospel in
the right way and preach it in the right way. In this way there are more and more
pastors who preach the gospel of Jesus Christ to their own people and consequently
the church of Zambia grows in quality and in quantity.
The ethos of Covenant College is to teach local Zambians to be teachers so that they
can go out and teach others. This way the teaching is multiplied.
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AIMS OF COVENANT COLLEGE FARM
1, To support the Pastor training aspect of Covenant College in the way of providing
fresh food for the students menu.
2, To teach the students new farming methods and ways to improve their small
farms and increase their yields so that their families have food security.
3, To develop new ideas, crops and plants to add to the range of farming in the
Eastern Province.
4, To provide a Farm Training Centre for the local farming community.
5, To reach out to the community with the Gospel of Jesus Christ through the
teaching of ‘Farming God’s Way’. To show an example of good Christian Work Ethics
and stewardship of God’s creation.
FARMING GOD’S WAY
Farming God’s Way is an apostolic initiative for preaching the gospel, strengthening
& planting churches and extending the kingdom of God with an emphasis on
sustainable agriculture as a model for life-transformation of individuals, communities
and nations.
The HEART of Farming God’s Way
FGW, with the Holy Spirit’s help, seeks to wholeheartedly follow Jesus’ perfect
example in all areas of life. FGW recognises God’s grace in that He doesn’t expect us
to do this perfectly but rejoices when we turn to Him with all our hearts asking for
the Holy Spirit to help us obey and do everything He has taught us, in His way. “In His
way” epitomises Jesus’ implicit obedience to all that the Father told Him, His
unconditional love, humility and unselfishness; and as such, are foundational
building blocks for our attitude of heart in all that we teach and do in FGW.
Because of God’s perfect love, holiness, sovereignty, omnipresence, omniscience
and omnipotence, we seek to trust Him with all our hearts and seek not to lean on
our own understanding but to acknowledge Him in all our ways so that he makes our
paths straight (Proverbs 3:5-6). “Seeking after God wholeheartedly” is also a
cornerstone of FGW (Jeremiah 29:13). The heart of FGW is encapsulated in the
scripture verse 1 Corinthians 10:31, “Whatsoever you do, do all to the glory of God.”
FGW seeks to glorify God in every aspect of farming and life.
Two BIBLICAL Foundations of Farming God’s Way
Faithfulness with little (Stewardship)
The parable of the talents - If we are faithful with little, God will add to us and
conversely if we are not faithful with little, He takes away.
We must be faithful with the FIRST thing God gave Adam - the land, and then he will
add (industries, etc.)
Giving to receive
This breaks the yoke of selfishness.
We cannot keep taking from the land without giving first.
Luke 6:38 - “give, If we ask God for His WISDOM to understand FGW and the FAITH
to do it, and it will be given to you”
WITH ALL OUR HEART, He will help us to be the best farmers in the world.
The TECHNOLOGY of Farming God’s Way
FGW is God’s plan to protect and preserve the precious soil and rain He gives us.
· There is no ploughing in God’s natural creation.
· God’s blanket is the name we give to the wonderful mulch cover from the fallen
leaves and plant material that we see in nature.
· These things help us to greatly reduce soil erosion and capture the precious water
God gives us, hold it in the soil and transfer it more efficiently to the plants.
· This greatly reduces risk from drought and also reduces levels of pests and disease.
· Ploughing destroys God’s creation in the soil...so we DO NOT PLOUGH or BURN or
remove ‘God’s Blanket’.
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The GOAL of Farming God’s Way
The Lord wants us to produce HIGH YIELDS from the soil in a SUSTAINABLE
WAY that makes a PROFIT, so that we can:
· Glorify God and lift up Jesus in all that we do.
· Remove the yoke of oppression which causes hunger, nakedness and poverty.
· Feed our families.
· Produce a surplus for sale that will help feed our nation; and so that in turn we
can provide for the extra needs of our families (school fees, clothes, shelter, medical
etc) and buy next year’s inputs and equipment.
· Be independent of the money lending system as soon as possible.
· Grow to the size God has equipped and called us to.
· Be a model and example to teach others FGW and how to make a profit.
· Tell others that it is God’s Way so that we can tell them about Jesus.
· Help strengthen weak churches and to plant new strong churches.
· Bring unity to the whole Body of Christ so we can show the whole nation God’s
Way of how to manage any business or enterprise faithfully and make a profit.
· Show the nation how to rebuild Zambia and Africa.
FOR ALL THIS TO HAPPEN……
WE HAVE TO PRODUCE FAITHFULLY AND MAKE A PROFIT
GOD’S WAY OF MAKING A PROFIT
EVERYTHING WE DO MUST BE DONE:
1. ON TIME - Plan ahead; Prepare well; Start early; Never be late!
2. AT A HIGH STANDARD - Do every operation and detail as well as we can,
No shortcuts, Be honest and honourable in all we do!
3. WITHOUT WASTAGE - Don’t waste time, soil, water, sunlight, seed, nutrients,
labour, energy, opportunity etc.
4. WITH JOY - If you do these first three things faithfully without self-pity,
complaining, blaming others, making excuses, but with a THANKFUL HEART, God will
take away any fear and hopelessness and give you hope and joy, which is your
strength.
STEP BY STEP PROCEDURE for Farming God’s Way
a) Tools Required
· Hoes.
· Measuring cups.
· Measuring sticks.
· Measuring string.
· Fertiliser or manure or compost.
· Seed.
b) Land Preparation
· Do not plough.
· Do not burn.
· Stump & clear.
· Keep weed free.
· Plant across the slope.
· Hole out at a spacing of 60 x 75cm.
· Holes (with fertiliser) – hoe width – 8cm deep – soil goes down slope side.
· Holes (with manure/compost) – hoe width – 15cm deep.
· Complete by end October.
c) Liming
· Based on soil analysis to reduce the acidity of the soil.
· Place evenly across base of hole.
d) Fertilisation
· Based on yield targets & resources.
· Ensure fertilizer or manure is available by end of October to apply before rains.
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· Ideally 12ml cup ‘D’ compound or tin of manure or compost.
· Place evenly across the base of hole.
· Cover until required seed planting depth remains.
e) Planting
· Immediately after the first big rain in November.
· 3 seeds per hole ultimately thinned to 2 per hole – 44,000 plants/ha
· In a straight line across the row.
· Planting depth – maize & groundnuts/beans – 5 cm.
Sorghum/wheat, soya & sunflower – 3 cm.
· Cover carefully to the level of the surrounding soil surface (no clods or stones over
the seed).
· There should be no mulch in the soil used to cover the seed to avoid air
cavities. But cover the entire surface of the field with God’s blanket (mulch).
· Sunflowers & soya beans should be planted later but by mid-December.
f) Weed Control
· Weed ALL THE TIME.
· Weed free throughout.
· Hoe just below surface – cut off roots – except for creeping grasses which to
effectively eradicate, must be sprayed with herbicide or picked out carefully.
g) Thinning
· Thin to an average of 2 plants per hole (this is VERY important!)
· Thin weakest plant or middle plant if 3 emerge.
· Leave 3 in the hole where 1 emerges on the previous hole so there are an
average of 2 per hole.
h) Top Dress Fertiliser (urea)
· 1st application 3 weeks after germination. 1 x 6 ml cup.
· 2nd application 6 weeks after germination. 1 x 6 ml cup.
· Min of 10 cm from stem base on upside of plants.
INTEGRATED SMALL SCALE FARMING
One of the key points of our training is to show the benefits of integrating farming
between the livestock and crops. Even on a small scale we can harvest the manure
from the animals and incorporate into the vegetable garden, fill the holes before
tree planting and add into the field basins before sowing our field crops.
Manure is essential for adding when making compost to introduce beneficial soil
organisms into the pile. We deliberately ‘harvest’ on a monthly basis the manure
from the goats and cattle by raking up everything from the floor of the kraals and
storing in a pit. Daily we ‘harvest’ the manure from the pig pens and put this into our
manure pit. Then we wash the floors down and the water runs via a gutter system to
further pits. During the dry season these dry up and we can harvest the residue
manure. The chicken houses, rabbit cages, duck pens etc. are all cleaned out
regularly and the manure collected and stored for later use in the garden.
Another aspect of integration is that all the waste vegetables from the garden can be
fed to the animals and birds for extra nutrition. Vegetable leaves infected with
insects can be removed and given to the chickens. Slugs and snails can be picked off
by hand and fed to the ducks. All the kitchen waste and left over food must be fed to
the pigs to ensure nothing is wasted.
We also seek to integrate beneficial plants and trees that God has provided for many
different purposes to help our farms be more effective, more environmentally
friendly and less reliant on expensive ‘man-made’ chemically based inputs.
FIELD CROPS
We grow as many of the rain-fed field crops as possible and look at ways to increase
the yields through better husbandry methods. At all times we must remember that
we are here to teach the small scale rural farmer and therefore avoid methods, such
as mechanical machinery, that cannot be copied by those we are here to teach.
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The main field crops grown at CC Farm are maize, cotton, sunflower, cassava,
groundnuts, soya and local beans. On a smaller basis we trial crops such as rice, cow
peas, sun hemp, sorghum, millet and sweet potatoes.
Maize is our main crop being the stable diet of the community when ground down
into maize flour (mealy meal) and then cooked to produce a maize porridge (nsima).
We plant approximately five hectares of maize each year all following the FGW
method of production. Here we show the best way to do it by hand on a small scale
basis by digging planting basins. For the larger scale farmers we are also
demonstrating the use of ox-drawn machinery. We have a ripper which produces a
furrow for planting the seed, a three hopper planting machine which sows the seed
and applies the base dressing fertiliser and lime all in one go. Then for weeding we
use various ox-drawn cultivators. The important thing to remember is that with all
these machines they are easy to maintain as they are not mechanically powered and
they do not turn over the soil thereby leaving the soil level structures as God
intended. In the top layer of soil there are aerobic soil organisms and then below
where there is no oxygen there are anaerobic soil organisms. This is the way God
created it so that they could all survive. Man comes along with a plough and turns
over the soil which misplaces these beneficial organisms and they gradually die out.
After five years of ploughing you will have destroyed most of the living creatures in
the soil which had the purpose of breaking down organic matter into the forms of
nutrition plants can take up thereby keeping your soils healthy.
For details of the production process we use for maize you can see the FGW section
above.
Cotton is a good rotation crop to give your soils a break from growing maize.
However this is a cash crop and subject to world market prices and the fixed buying
price of the cotton ginneries. Therefore it is good to try and evaluate the
forthcoming market value and apportion the area you grow accordingly. Some years
the buying price is so low that it’s not even worth harvesting, other years the price is
high enough to make this crop very profitable.
Cotton needs to be sprayed with a boron based fertilizer and at least twice with an
insecticide. Otherwise little fertilizer input is necessary so this is an advantage
compared with growing maize. Harvesting is best done two or three times so as to
maximize the harvest and reduce the risk of the first flush being spoilt by late rains.
Sunflower is proving to be a profitable crop if you can get it planted early December
as soon as you have finished planting the maize. This way the plants will produce
much larger heads and yield several times more than crops planted in January.
Sunflower is grown mostly for the excellent quality oil for cooking. At CC Farm we
have our own oil expeller machine which is used for our own harvest and also for
many other farmers around us. The oil has a high value in the market place and the
residue sunflower cake is high in protein and forms an important ingredient in the
pig food mixture. Sunflower does not need any fertilizer or pesticide sprays so is a
very low input crop and can be grown as a good rotation crop after maize. It is
advisable to buy good quality seed for planting rather than using seed from your
previous crop.
Cassava is a very important crop as a food bank. It is planted during January and
February to get it rooted during the late rains. It just stands through the dry season
and when the rains start again in October the tubers begin to grow. Then from a
year after planting the tubers can be harvested. The sweeter varieties can be eaten
raw and the more bitter ones boiled, fried or dried and then ground into flour to also
make a mealy meal porridge. The great thing about cassava is that it can stay in the
ground throughout the following dry season and harvested as necessary and even
later in the year when the maize runs out and there is food shortage.
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Cassava is a low input crop as it does not require any fertilizer and the seeds
(cuttings) are taken from the stalks of the last crop. Because of this it is one of the
most profitable field crops on the farm. Every village should have a cassava field as a
food bank but unfortunately in the Eastern Province this is not done very much
because the goats and cattle roam freely during the dry season and eat off the green
leaves. This is another reason why we teach and demonstrate the keeping of these
animals in a kraal and practise controlled grazing. The leaves of the cassava can also
be picked, crushed in a mortar and then cooked as a vegetable relish.
To avoid cattle and goat damage it may be necessary to fence of a portion of you
field to ensure the crop is protected. The cassava harvest is valuable enough to
warrant this effort.
Groundnuts are easily grown; they do not need fertilizer and actually fix nitrogen in
the soil like all legumes. In rotation maize will benefit from this nitrogen-fix when
grown after this crop. Groundnuts are high in protein and therefore valuable as a
supplement feed eaten fresh, dried, baked or pounded into a paste and mixed with
any vegetable relish and eaten alongside the nsima (maize porridge). There is a good
market for groundnuts so they can be grown as a cash crop and a small business
making peanut butter is a good way to make extra income.
Soya Beans is a crop in high demand as there is a shortage of soya which is used in
chicken and pig feed as well as being a valuable food for human consumption. It
does suffer from a few pests so needs to be sprayed regularly with insecticide and it
is also time consuming to harvest and shell by hand. However it can be a valuable
crop and we are trying to increase production of soya on our farm so that we can
add as a supplement to the pig food mixture we make ourselves. Soya is one of the
best nitrogen fixing legumes and in rotation trials that we do with the maize it
proves to benefit the maize crop more than any other type of beans.
Beans in general are a good rotation crop. They replace nitrogen in the soil for the
follow on crop of maize and at the same time provide the family with a highly
nutritious side dish of relish. All small farmers should have areas of beans in
production on a rotation basis. It is a good crop to grow in the fire break areas as
the stova can be collected and fed to the kraal animals before the dry season fires
become a high risk.
The other field crops of rice, sorghum, sun hemp, millet etc. are useful crops to
grow in rotation with the main crops and can add variety to the diet. The market for
rice is probably the best from these and a reasonable amount is grown in the Eastern
Province. By growing these crops we are finding out how practical and viable they
are and how best to recommend their use in our area.
Our aim from the field crops is to grow as wide a range as possible. To prove it is
possible to continue to grow crops in the same fields year after year, practise good
rotation methods and to increase the yields through good, basic, low input
husbandry.
LIVESTOCK UNITS
The livestock units presently on CC Farm are the piggery, broiler chicken, layer
chicken, local chicken, cattle herd, goat herd, rabbits, ducks and guinea fowl.
Piggery. This production unit is by far the most profitable. Pork is much loved and
after chicken the most popular meat eaten by the locals. The local pigs are small
black pigs closely related to the wild pigs in the bush. These are not managed but
just left to scavenge around in the villages causing a lot of damage to unprotected
vegetable gardens and fields. They do not grow very large, maybe up to 50kgs, are
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very fatty and often the piglets are taken by predators or killed by traffic on the
roads. At CC Farm we introduced white (hybrid) pigs and have cross bred these with
the local breed to reach a compromise in size which is easier to manage. By having
special pens and proper controlled management we can increase the overall
production dramatically and turn pig production into a very useful and profitable
business. Pigs are reasonably easy to manage, eat almost anything and grow fairly
fast if given good but low cost supplementary feed.
Our feed mixture is based on two parts maize bran and one part sunflower cake with
a small percentage of additives of salt, limestone, bone meal, soya, pig lysine, pig
grower mix. The main two ingredients come from our own hammer mill and oil
expeller which means the feeding cost of the pigs is very low in comparison with the
hybrid chicken production of both layers and broilers where you need to buy
specially formulated food mixtures.
We slaughter the pigs when they are between 50 – 80 kilos depending on what we
have available. We sell some fresh immediately and the rest goes into the freezer
and sold frozen. Once the freezer is empty we simply slaughter another one and so
on. We increased the number of piggery pens during 2011 and our mother stock up
to ten breeding sows. Our annual aim is to produce more than 100 piglets per year
and to slaughter one a week for meat sales. The remaining ones are for selling live to
local farmers who are looking to go into pig production in a more serious way. Selling
straight from the farm avoids costs such as butchering, marketing and delivering and
are key points in keeping the profit high.
Our aim is to always have pork available for sale and increase the sales by increased
marketing. Then to have a sufficient number of piglets available for sale to local
farmers for start-up production units.
Broiler Chicken come in as day old chicks and after six weeks if fed and watered
correctly will be ready for sale at a weight of 2.5 kilos. The market is good, chicken
being the most popular meat eaten. The town of Petauke is growing and therefore
the number of people with disposable income is increasing and they are willing to
buy hybrid broiler chicken as opposed to eating the local chickens. Broiler
production is not that complicated as long as the basic husbandry and hygiene
techniques are followed. A secure brick building with good ventilation and a supply
of electricity is really required to give the best results and to avoid too many losses
at the chick stage which is where most of the profitability is usually lost. Those that
try and cut costs on the feeding also loose out on a good bird weight and therefore
the best market prices. Feeding for the correct number of days at each stage, starter,
grower and finisher, is important and will give excellent results. A good clean and
constant water supply is imperative and this is where many producers fall down
particularly those who try to do this out in the village where the water takes a lot of
effort to fetch from the nearest well or borehole. Strict hygiene methods in the form
of ample disinfection between batches is also vital as is the giving of the vaccines at
the correct times. Having said all that if the right procedures are followed then it is
easy to make this unit profitable and a good income of 5-600 zmk every eight weeks
from 100 birds is possible. Multiply this up into bigger batches and it can become a
very good family business.
Our aim is to increase production with 2 or 3 units of 200 birds at a time so that we
have a continuous supply of finished birds.
Layer Chicken. This unit is meant to be a good income earner however the reality is
that it is not very profitable. The market price for eggs is set by the bigger producers
whose production costs are much lower than those with a small unit. The cost of
specified food mixes is expensive due to the high cost of soya and other ingredients
and the investment in point of layer birds at 55 zmk per bird is too high. But mainly a
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small unit in a rural setting is very difficult to maintain the correct environment for
the birds and therefore often the egg production drops below 80% which is really
necessary to make it viable. Having said that the market demand for eggs is high
even amongst rural folk and its worth persevering to try and find a way to make it a
profitable unit. We need to try and buy concentrated food which can be mixed
50/50 with our home produced ground maize to see if we can reduce the feeding
costs. Although we have to be careful with this as a poor food mix will mean a rapid
drop in egg production.
We have reduced our input costs by buying day old pullet chicks and rearing them up
ourselves to 18 weeks which is the age of point of lay birds. The initial investment is
much lower but the mortality risk is obviously much higher. However if you maintain
high management levels throughout then this is definitely a positive way of reducing
costs and increasing profitability. We are now rearing up more than we need
ourselves and selling the surplus birds at 16-18 weeks which increases our profit.
The following key points for hybrid chicken production are useful to remember;
- Brick built building using locally made bricks.
- Chicken netting windows and good security doors.
- Size based upon 5 chickens per sq/mt.
- It must be rat and snake proof therefore the use of chicken netting.
- Side room for feed and egg storage.
- Outside pen for daytime use.
Ensure feed always available. Use locally made feed hoppers.
Ensure fresh, clean, cool water is always available.
Give fresh waste vegetables/plant material as much as possible for extra vitamins.
Provide grit/river sand to give hard egg shells.
Clean out regularly and use manure for vegetable gardens.
Lay fresh chopped grass or sawdust if available on the floors.
Treat with;
Amprolium 20% against coccidiosis, give when necessary.
Amoxycillin 15% against coughing, only on signs of coughing.
Liquivet vitamin supplement or similar as a monthly supplement.
Lasota tablet against Newcastle Disease, every two months, critical.
Our aim is to continue to seek ways of making this unit viable for small scale rural
farmers.
Cattle. Keeping cattle is like putting money in the bank. As your herd increases so
does your wealth and your standing in the community. At Covenant College farm we
keep cattle for two reasons. One is to provide us with transport in the form of the
oxen and ox-cart which are used together to carry inputs out to the field, bring in the
harvest and many other tasks that involve carrying loads around the farm and the
fields. Although we no longer plough our fields we do use minimal tillage machines
for sowing, weeding and planting which are all ox-drawn. Remember our main aim is
to be practical in what we teach and demonstrate. Maybe we could afford a tractor
but none of those that we are reaching out to could do so therefore it would be
completely unpractical to use anything else other than what is available to the local
farmers. Besides they know how to look after cattle but not tractors! Cattle breed
and therefore increase, tractors don’t! That is the second reason why we keep
cattle. To produce calves to later sell on to other farmers for working or to sell to
local butchers for the beef market.
A side benefit of keeping cattle is the harvesting of the manure which is valuable for
building up the soil fertility in the fields and gardens. To meet this aim we keep our
cattle in well maintained kraals which also enable us to closely monitor the health of
our animals. During the day time the cattle are taken out for ‘supervised’ grazing.
This supervision is very important, we are responsible for any damage done by our
animals to our neighbor’s crops and we want to demonstrate this responsibility to all
around us so that they will learn to do the same.
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Our aim is to maintain two pairs of cattle for working and to build up our mother
stock for the production of calves. Our two ox-carts and ox-drawn machinery should
be properly maintained and fully operable at all times.
Goats. Keeping goats is a valuable and easy source of cheap meat. They can be fed
on maize bran, waste from the gardens, chicken manure and various leaves from
nearby trees and in the rainy season can be taken out for ‘supervised’ grazing. But it
is very important that goats are kept in a kraal so that they do not discourage people
from creating vegetable gardens and planting cassava fields. It is very unhelpful that
in the Eastern Province of Zambia you will find the goats, chickens and pigs
wandering freely all over the place. When we go out to teach and encourage people
to plant small gardens so that they can produce valuable vegetable relish for homeuse the biggest reason given for not doing this is that the ‘goats and other animals
will eat our vegetables’. We have to remind them that very early on in the Bible it is
clear that the humans are meant to rule over the animals and that these are there
for our benefit and not the other way round. Therefore it is Biblically wrong to allow
the goats to run freely and thereby prevent us from planting gardens to feed our
own families.
Kraal management also has additional advantages. Health management of your goat
herd is more controlled, the manure can be harvested and the production of young
is more prolific which is the main reason for keeping goats. These advantages easily
outweigh the supplementary feeding that is required.
Our aim is to demonstrate the kraal management of goats by keeping a goat herd of
one large breeding male and several females. The young are killed for meat sales at
the age of 6 – 12 months when the meat is still nice and tender.
Rabbits. In theory this is the fastest way to produce a couple of kilos of good quality
protein. Keeping rabbits is reasonably easy with simple hutches or wire cages being
most suitable for keeping control of the breeding. We use these for keeping the
females leading up to giving birth and until weaning. Then they are placed back in
the main run with the young rabbits and males so that they become pregnant again.
We do this because we have encountered health problems when keeping them
permanently in a small area. They are much happier when they have a bigger area in
which to exercise properly.
Feeding with pre-mixed rabbit pellets is expensive and unviable in a rural small
business setting. Maize bran and sunflower cake supplemented with greens is fine
and far more practical. Most importantly, as with all animals, is the constant
provision of fresh water.
Occasionally giving extra vitamins in the water and treating with amprolium is
beneficial to maintain good health. What is critical is to always maintain a high level
of hygiene. Cleaning out the hutches and runs daily is recommended. The manure
can be collected and used later in the garden.
Our aim is to keep 5 or 6 females and one good quality male and to produce a
regular supply of young rabbits for adding to the student menu, selling as fresh meat
or live for production.
Local Chicken, Ducks and Guinea Fowl. These are all kept in outside pens with a few
shelters where they can lay and sit on their eggs. By keeping them penned in rather
than running lose as in the village we are trying to prove that an increase in
production and therefore of valuable meat for home consumption can be achieved.
It is not as easy as one would expect, we have encountered problems with the chicks
and even adult birds being taken by large snakes, birds of prey and wild cats. To
counter this we have constructed a pen which is completely enclosed including the
top using wire netting. Keeping them enclosed you do need to give some basic
management. However we just feed with maize bran from the hammer mill and
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waste vegetables from the garden so the cost is minimal. When vaccinating the
hybrid chickens against Newcastle disease we also put in the water for these birds as
well. We have been successful with the local chickens and the ducks and find the
best way to keep the chicks and ducklings is to bring them into a pen in the shed
with the mother for a few weeks immediately after hatching. This way we usually
manage to keep all the young hatched and only later when they are big enough do
we put them back into the outside pen. It is a good source of meat and most of the
production is used in the menu for the students of Covenant College. It is essential to
provide constant clean water and if possible a small pond for the ducks. Also tip ash
remains from the home fires somewhere in the pen so that the chickens can have an
‘ash’ bath which deters the ticks and fleas from settling on them.
Our aim is to prove that these local birds can provide a regular source of meat for
home consumption thereby increasing the nutritional intake by all family members.
VEGETABLE GARDENING
The importance of vegetable gardening is without doubt. It’s the main source of
nutrition in the diet of the local people which in turn is the main way to combat
malnourishment and the diseases they face especially HIV and AIDS.
We have gradually increased the vegetable garden so that we can grow sufficient for
the student menu and have a regular supply for sales to customers who come to the
farm. Although we would teach small scale gardening using hand watering methods
we have set out our gardens with simple drip irrigation systems so that we can
increase the area. However for a one family garden of 20 sq/mts it would be possible
to water by hand and maybe later develop a simple irrigation system to save time.
We hardly use any chemical fertilizer in the garden as we have sufficient manure and
compost to incorporate into the soil. Each time we re-plant a row we ‘slice’ the soil
using a local hoe (no turning as per FGW), put the manure/compost along the row
and then ‘slice’ again to mix in this organic matter. Then we plant into this prepared
soil using the 30 cm drip holes as our planting guide.
The garden is protected from animals by planting sisal all the way round as well as
Jatropha hedging. Once established these make it impossible for the goats and cattle
to get in and destroy the vegetables.
Our aim is to show that it is possible from a small garden to produce all year round
tomatoes, onions and plenty of green vegetables such as cabbage, rape, kale,
spinach chard and vegetable fruits such as aubergines (eggplant), impwa (African
eggplant) and to introduce other highly beneficial vegetables which are rarely grown
such as carrots.
BENEFICIAL TREES AND PLANTS
God has provided us through His creation many trees and plants which are beneficial
to us in many different ways. At CC Farm we are presently growing and using
Moringa, Jatropha, Musangu, Artemisia, Coffee, Chilli, Papaya and Neem.
Our aim from these is to show how they can benefit our farms and families in ways
such as for human nutrition, crop nutrition, income earning, insecticide and pesticide
use, and human disease prevention/cure. We also seek to add to these many other
beneficial plants on a gradual basis whereby we actually prove their benefits in
practice rather than in theory.
Moringa has leaves full of nutrition, possibly the most nutritious leaf God has given
us. When searched on the internet you will find it named as the ‘Miracle Tree’. It is
hugely beneficial as an additive to the cooking pot as fresh leaves or as a dried
powder. The tree is easy to grow and within the first year will reach up to 2 mts if
watered during the dry season. Within 6 months of sowing you can be harvesting
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your first leaves and when the trees are ‘coppiced’ they will sprout many branches
which can be cut off back to the main stem and within a week or so will shoot again.
Every home should have several Moringa trees planted close by for ease of
harvesting at the time of cooking the household meal.
Moringa can also be used as a green food additive for livestock. Feeding regularly
will help maintain the health of your birds and animals.
Our aim is to continually increase production to meet sales demand and to regularly
give fresh leaves to all the animals. Therefore we aim to plant fifty trees each year.
Jatropha is used mainly as a ‘hedging’ plant around the kraals and the garden. As it is
poisonous none of the animals will eat it and if planted very close it will provide an
animal proof fence after a few years. This way we can show that it is not necessary
to continually chop down trees from the forests and woods to provide logs for kraal
fencing. Trees have to be used for brick kilning and cooking fires so de-forestation is
a major problem in Zambia and this is one way to slow down the process. We have a
policy at CC Farm that for every tree we chop down then we must plant two more.
Jatropha seed contains a good bio-oil that can be converted into diesel but sadly the
market price for the seed is not high enough to make seed production viable.
Our aim is to continue to establish Jatropha hedging around all our animal kraals and
plant Jatropha hedging around all our fields to deter cattle from wandering into our
crops.
Musangu. This is a unique tree which drops its leaves at the onset of the rains. These
leaves have a high concentrate of nitrogen and also contain calcium. This means
when these trees are planted in the maize field they can supply the equivalent of top
dressing urea fertilizer and an application of lime. At a spacing of 10 sq/mts and at
the age of 10 years these trees will supply 100% of the top dressing and lime
required to produce a good crop of maize. Because they drop their leaves at planting
time the crop is not adversely affected by shade.
Our aim over the coming years is to plant all our rain fed fields with Musangu trees
at a planting distance of one tree every 10 sq/mts.
Artemisia. This is a shrub which contains artemisinin which is one of the active
ingredients in most anti-malarial tablets. Therefore if grown in the garden and the
leaves harvested and dried the same can be achieved by drinking as a tea. Collect
the leaves before the plant goes to seed, dry in the sun until brittle, sieve and then
store in dry containers. Drink Artemisia tea 2- 3 times a week as a preventative
medicine to avoid getting malaria. For reproduction we leave a few plants to go to
seed and then re-plant the seedlings from around these plants. New plants can also
be produced from cuttings taken from the mother plants before they go to seed.
Our aim is to increase production and seek new sales outlets at health shops in
Lusaka. Sold in 100gm plastic jar units.
Coffee. We planted our first fifty arabica coffee plants at the end of 2005 and from
2008 have been harvesting and producing our own coffee. The plants grow well in
the Eastern Province in soil that is not that good. Regular spraying with a copper
based pesticide and monthly feeding with a regular coffee fertilizer is required.
Otherwise it is a relatively low maintenance plant and a good source of income. We
sell the coffee locally and haven’t managed to keep up with the demand so we now
aim to plant fifty more plants every year. This is to increase production and to
replace the older plants as after eight years the yield drops. You can cut back the old
plants and they will grow back and start producing fruit again after a couple of years.
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We harvest the coffee berries when they turn red. Then we pulp these by squeezing
out the coffee beans. These we soak in water overnight to get rid of the stickiness
and then dry in the sun on our mesh drying trays. Once dry the outer light brown
shell is removed by pounding in a mortar leaving us with the green bean. As we try
to do everything in a practical way that can be copied by small scale farmers we then
dry roast these in a wok type frying pan over a charcoal brazier. Roasting takes about
15 minutes and requires continuous stirring to ensure even roasting. When the
beans start to ‘pop’ and turn a dark brown roasting is complete. If roasted too long
the beans will blacken and the coffee taste will be very strong. Once the roasted
beans have cooled down they can be ground in a mortar or in coffee grinding
machine.
The coffee we produce is completely natural with no other additives and is suitable
for use in coffee filter machines or brewed in a tea pot before drinking. Coffee is a
natural energy stimulant.
Our aim is to increase production by planting new trees every year and to widen our
sales outlets for the coffee powder which we sell in 100 gm plastic jar units.
Chili. Birds Eye chili is grown for three main reasons. Planted around the garden to
act as a natural deterrent to various pests, to make a natural pesticide and to
produce chili powder from the dried fruit.
Plant all around the outside of the garden at a spacing of 50 cms and leave 1 mt
between these and your first row of vegetables. The natural smell from the fruit and
leaves will deter harmful insects from coming into the garden.
To make a pesticide half fill a 10 litre bucket with very ripe fruit and then fill the
bucket with water. Place in the sun for five days and you will end up with a
‘fermented’ chili soup. Strain this through a cloth and spray onto infested vegetables
and plants using a garden sprayer. Chili pesticide works on contact therefore regular
spraying is advised to keep pests down to an acceptable level. Apart from the fact
that it is less expensive and more environmentally friendly than chemical pesticides
there is also the advantage of being able to harvest immediately after spraying.
To produce chili powder collect the good, clean, red fruit and dry on mesh trays in
the full sun. After a few days and when brittle pound these in a mortar and then
separate the powder from the seed by sieving.
Be aware that Birds Eye chili is very strong. Be careful after handling the fruit and the
powder that you do not touch any sensitive areas of your body such as eyes and
mouth as it will ‘burn’.
Just a pinch in the relish pot will add flavour and give a health advantage.
Our aim is to regular plant chili ‘fences’ in the garden, make and use chili pesticide
and spray the garden weekly and to produce chili powder for sale.
Papaya. This plant is so easy to grow, just collect the seed from the fruit, sprinkle in
a seed bed and they will come up! Papaya grows fast and already in the second year
nutritiously valuable fruit will be available. Grow several together so that you get the
male and female plants and cross pollination occurs to fertilise the flowers.
Papaya leaves can also be eaten cooked to help with stomach pain and worms but if
children eat the fruit regularly then already these benefits will be felt. We feed the
leaves and unripe fruit to the pigs, the worms inside do not like the ‘taste’ and
therefore come out in the faeces.
Our aim is to plant several papaya every year in different parts of the farm yard area
to provide a good supply of fresh fruit for the staff and students. We also plant close
to the piggery so it is easy to regular throw in the leaves to all the pig pens.
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Neem. The Neem tree is also a very useful tree for African households and farms.
Coming from the mahogany family it is a hardwood therefore suitable for furniture
making and as it grows fairly fast it is great for re-forestation. Probably its best
benefit to us is that it can be used as a pesticide, the leaves and bark contain
Azadirachtin which is a chemical ingredient found in some chemical pesticides. We
can crush the Neem leaves to make a paste to apply to insect infestations, we can
soak the leaves in water and leave in the sun for a few days to make a liquid
pesticide for spraying or we can dry the leaves and pound into a powder for using as
a dust. Neem powder can also be used when storing maize to prevent weevil attack.
These are the main uses we are looking at first but it is also possible to make soap
and medicines from the seed oil.
Our aim is to regularly plant Neem trees around the farm and out in the bush areas
of our farm land. Then when we have sufficient we will harvest the leaves and make
and use the various pesticide options in the vegetable garden and to put in the maize
silos.
COMPOSTING
Compost is an excellent alternative to chemical fertiliser and has the added benefit of
building up the organic nutrient levels in the soil rather than disturbing the balance of
the soil biotics. We concentrate on teaching making compost and harvesting manure
to add to our fields and gardens because of the general excuse that ‘we can’t grow
good crops because we can’t afford the fertilizer’. At times it is an excuse and at times
it is a valid argument, the price of chemical fertilisers has more than doubled in the
past few years and will continue to increase unless subsidised. Compost brings huge
benefits to the soil, can be made from organic material that is readily available and
costs nothing apart from time of which most people have plenty. Therefore it really is
a ‘no brainer’ to be diligent in making compost and incorporating into our fields and
gardens.
The materials we use are animal manure, top soil, organic material raked up from the
bush, dried leaves, grass etc, crop stova from the maize, groundnuts, beans etc. All
these are full of N.P.K and all the minor plant nutrients and therefore is free
Compound D fertiliser!
Make up alternate and multiple layers of these materials and then soak with water.
The water element can be a problem because it is not readily available to most
people. To overcome this we gather together our compost ingredients from the onset
of the dry season, make our compost piles in October before the start of the rains and
let God water it! Once the pile is fully soaked from the rain it will start to ‘work’. It will
heat up which is caused by the soil organisms all busy working at breaking down the
organic matter. If the pile is turned over every four weeks throughout the rainy
season by the time April comes you will have a good fine compost which can
immediately be applied to the vegetable garden or stored under dried grass until
ready to put into the fields for the next maize crop.
Our aim is to make several large compost piles each year so that we can demonstrate
the use on a large scale in our fields and gardens.
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HAMMER MILL
The Hammer Mill has proven to be a good investment and gives a good daily income
for the farm. As a service to the community it has been beneficial for about six
villages around CC Farm where the people had to carry their maize several more kms
to get their maize ground into mealy meal.
It also gives us a regular supply of maize bran (the waste husk) which we buy from
the customers if they do not want to take it home for themselves. This is the main
ingredient in our home made pig food mixture and therefore a great side benefit
from the mill to keep the cost of feeding the pigs as low as possible.
Good and regular maintenance is key to keeping the mill running smoothly and to
avoid damaged parts which are costly to replace.
OIL EXPELLER
The oil expeller situated in a room next to the work shop is used to extract the oil
from the sunflower seeds. This is both from our own harvest and as a service to
nearby sunflower growers. The sale of sunflower oil is profitable and the side
product of sunflower cake is very valuable as one of the main ingredients in the pig
food mixture.
SHOP
Next to the hammer mill we have a small shop selling basic groceries and farm
produce to the customers who come with their maize and sunflower.
WORKSHOPS
We have a building set out as a workshop for welding and carpentry. The welder
fixes bicycles and ox-carts of customers that are visiting the Hammer Mill. We also
produce hoes and other farm tools and make our own gates etc for the farm.
The carpentry workshop is used to make good furniture for local sales. Once we have
a settled and skilled carpenter and welder we hope that these workshops can also be
used to teach these skills to any of the College students that are interested.
BEE KEEPING/HONEY PRODUCTION
Honey must be God’s greatest natural health product given to man. There are an
abundance of bees in the bush areas giving the possibility of harvesting this
nutritious food for everyone and especially the children. We have tried various hives
from the local log hives, the Kenyan box hive and the layered hive. They all do
reasonably well although the harvesting from the latter is much easier as you just
need to lift off the ‘super’ layer and collect the honey from the racks.
They are best placed in secured areas as the local wildlife is prone to attack the hives
and if placed in long grass the risk of being destroyed by the bush fires is high.
The easiest way to separate the honey from the combs is to suspend a mosquito
type piece of net in a black bucket which has a tap at the bottom. Then place the
bucket in direct sunlight and the clean honey will drip through and can then be
poured into jars via the tap.
We hire a local bee keeper to maintain the hives and harvest the honey and pay him
according to the amount produced.
Our aim is to set out more hives and to collect sufficient honey to sell in our plastic
jars from the farm and the shop
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STUDENTS MENU
It’s the responsibility of the farm to provide the fresh food for the students menu
and we aim to give a good varied diet. We provide the food for the two main meals a
day from Monday to Friday. This consists of the main staple food of nsima plus a side
relish of meat/protein or vegetables. For the five mid-day meals we aim to give eggs,
chicken, pork, beans and then for the fifth one an alternative meat of rabbit, duck or
goat. The vegetables usually consist of what they are most used to having such as
cabbage, rape and spinach chard but we try to add variety to this by giving impwa,
egg plant and new types of kale when possible. Also we are trying to add new
vegetables such as carrots which are very rarely eaten at home. Of course tomatoes
and onions must be included with every meal as these are fried in with every relish
whether meat or vegetable. When such things as cassava and groundnuts are
available we also add to the menu.
The main aim is to provide a good healthy balanced diet and to introduce new meats
and vegetables that they can try and taste for themselves. This is one way we can
spread the consumption of new foods that we have found to be easy and practical to
grow in the Eastern Province.
WORK FOR FOOD PROGRAMME
One of the side ministries of CC Farm is to provide work to those who are in need
and are willing to work although due to good harvests over the last couple of years
the number of people seeking work in this way has reduced dramatically. We are
now more in a situation of having to go out and ask people to come and help us with
piece work. The times when we need a lot of help such as for planting and weeding
where we teach ‘plant as soon as the first big rain comes’ and ‘weed all the time’ we
are very short of the help we need. This is a positive sign as one of the reasons is
that the local people are out in their own fields doing what they have learnt whilst
working for us. To help us overcome this problem we have bought a new
sowing/planting machine and cultivators for weeding. These are all ox-drawn and
still demonstrate the main FGW principal of not turning over the soil which destroys
the soil organisms which God placed in the soil to conserve the soil fertility. These
machines also take us to the next stage of demonstrating FGW and conservation
farming on a larger scale for those willing to expand their farming.
The Work for Food programme also teaches an important principle of FGW and that
is that if we are able we should work for our own food rather than waiting for handouts. 1 Thessalonians 4 vs. 11-12 is very clear on this and reads ‘Make it your
ambition to lead a quiet life, to mind your own business and to work with your
hands, just as we told you, so that your daily life may win the respect of outsiders
and so that you will not be dependent on anybody’.
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REACHING OUT TO THE COMMUNITY
CC Farm is first and foremost an Agricultural Training centre for the local community
and the farmers of the Petauke Region of Zambia. The teaching is often in a
classroom-like environment but vitally as well it is in a very practical sense on the
farm itself. A very important aspect of the teaching that we provide is that everything
we teach and that is included in the official curriculum has been tried and tested on
the farm itself. Many times we have taken the theory of growing crops, vegetables
and looking after the animals and birds and have had to adjust the theory to make it
work practically and in viable way that can be copied back in the villages. This means
we have to do everything in as simple a way as possible including the construction of
buildings, maintenance, feeding etc. so that it can be copied by the local farmers who
have so little capital, if any, to start new projects and ways of farming.
Towards the end of the rain season we hold a major farm open day where 4-500 local
farmers come to view the crops and animal units. However throughout the year we
encourage and welcome anyone who is interested to come and learn and spend time
with us. We are blessed to be supported by the local District Commissioner (DC),
District veterinary Officer (DVO), District Agricultural Officer (DACO) as well as officers
from the Environment and Fisheries Ministries. Over the years we have had a good
relationship with these key people who regularly bring visitors to the farm for various
demonstrations. Through these people and by listening to the local farmers we have
learnt of the challenges faced and have tried to overcome them in a practical way.
This is how CC Farm has developed over the last ten years since we started.
We also plant FGW one lima demonstration plots at the Farm Training Centres in
Nyimba, Petauke Katete, Chipata and Lundazi which are the major towns in the
Eastern Province. We attend their open days and have the opportunity to explain how
we have produced our maize and the principals of Farming God’s Way. These
demonstration plots are managed by graduate students from the College as they
become FGW Champions.
Each year we sponsor five different churches to do one lima demo plots in their
church fields. These must be managed by the church members who then share the
harvest with the poor. The Pastors must use these plots to reach out in evangelism to
their local community.
When requested we go out into the villages to various farm groups/clubs and church
congregations with our FGW Day Seminar programme.

The full teaching of
Farming God’s Way
is now available on DVD as a
Distance Learning Programme
from
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TEACHING PROGRAMME
CC Farm offers to the College Diploma students an Agricultural
Curriculum of 18 hours per year over three years giving a total of 54
hours of farm teaching. This is done on a three year cyclic basis so that
each student that comes to Covenant College for Pastoral Training
receives the full three years of agricultural teaching irrespective of
when they actually join the College. A more practical two year course
is given to the certificate level students.

CC Three Year ‘Diploma’ Agricultural Curriculum
TUTORS - PHIL BAILEY AND JACKSON KASOLO
HOURS

SUBJECT

YEAR ONE

YEAR TWO

YEAR THREE

1

FOUNDATIONS FOR FARMING

Farming God's Way Message

Farming God's Way Message

Farming God's Way Message

2

FOUNDATIONS FOR FARMING

Farming God's Way Method

Farming God's Way Method

Farming God's Way Method

3

FOUNDATIONS FOR FARMING

Farming God's Way Method

Farming God's Way Method

Farming God's Way Method

4

FOUNDATIONS FOR FARMING

Alternative - Base Dressings

Alternative - Base Dressings

Alternative - Base Dressings

5

FOUNDATIONS FOR FARMING

Composting

Soil and Soil Fertility

P & D control for maize

6

FOUNDATIONS FOR FARMING

Field Crops - Farm Walk

Field Crops - Farm Walk

Field Crops - Farm Walk

7

FOUNDATIONS FOR FARMING

FGW Review & Questions

FGW Review & Questions

FGW Review & Questions

8

INTERGRATED SMALL SCALE FARMING

ISSF Introduction

ISSF Introduction

ISSF Introduction

9

INTERGRATED SMALL SCALE FARMING

What is Organic Farming

Natural P & D Control

Green Manures and Cover
Crops

10

INTERGRATED SMALL SCALE FARMING

Livestock

Vegetable Gardening

Field Crops

11

INTERGRATED SMALL SCALE FARMING

Livestock

Vegetable Gardening

Field Crops

12

INTERGRATED SMALL SCALE FARMING

Livestock - Farm Walk

Vegetable Gardening - Farm
Walk

Beneficial Plants - Farm Walk

13

INTERGRATED SMALL SCALE FARMING

Income Plants - Coffee, Chili

Trees –
Musangu, Jatropha, Neem

Health Plants –
Moringa, Artemesia, Papaya

14

GOOD BUSINESS PRACTICE

Setting up a Small Business

Christian Work Ethics

Planet Wise

15

GOOD BUSINESS PRACTICE

Setting up a Small Business

Christian Work Ethics

Planet Wise

16

GOOD BUSINESS PRACTICE

FGW - Church Application

More and Better Food

How can we grow in Hot &
Dry conditions

17

EXAMINATION

Examination

Examination

Examination

18

EXAMINATION

Examination

Examination

Examination

Our aim for this teaching is to extend it out into the general community by offering independent courses en-bloc
or as a series of day courses.
Email contacts;
Phil Bailey – philinzambia@yahoo.co.uk
Jackson Kasolo – jackson@zambia.co.zm
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